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Preface
What are some words that mean the same as nice?

Is it’s or its the right word to use in your sentence?

What words rhyme with the word moon?

Words, Words, Words provides the answers to these questions 
and hundreds more that beginning writers ask as they work to 
put their ideas on paper.

Words, Words, Words provides a single source where 
beginning writers can quickly and easily find thousands of 
words that have been carefully selected and organized in 
the section “Words, Words, Words.” Here, beginning writers 
have at their fingertips comprehensive lists of synonyms 
and antonyms, metaphors and similes, homophones and 
homographs, compound words and contractions, fun words, 
and more than two-hundred families of rhyming words.

In addition to a glossary and index, Words, Words, Words 
includes proofreader’s marks, library classifications, and 
specialized indexes that help beginning writers find particular 
synonyms and rhyming-word families.

Whether writing for school assignments or for pleasure, 
beginning writers will find Words, Words, Words an invaluable 
resource to assist them in becoming the best wordsmiths they 
can be.
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